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Modular For Rent Housing 
Communities Opportunity
Minimum Investment $100,000
Available on a First-Come, First-Served Basis
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DISCLAIMER
This document is being provided to you by Evergreen Property Partners, LLC (“Evergreen”) on a strictly confidential basis
and no part may be reproduced or redistributed in any form, by any means without the prior express written consent of
Evergreen. This document is intended only for information purposes and convenient reference and does not create any
legally binding obligation on Evergreen. Evergreen expressly disclaims any liability for the use, misuse, or distribution of
this information to unauthorized recipients.

This document: (i) is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or
financial instrument; (ii) is not to be relied upon in evaluating the merits of investing in any securities; and (iii) is provided
solely as reference material for background purposes. You should be aware that investing in a fund or other investment
vehicle involves a high degree of risk, and there can be no assurance that a fund’s or other investment vehicle’s
investment objective will be achieved or that you will receive a return on your capital. The possibility of partial or total
loss of capital from an investment in a fund or other investment vehicle will exist and you must be prepared to bear such
losses. You should refrain from investing in a fund or other investment vehicle unless you fully understand all the risks
involved and you independently determine that the investment is suitable for you. Evergreen is not your designated
investment advisor. Before you consider investing, you should review carefully a private placement memorandum and/or
other legal documents and the risk factors set forth therein.

Although certain information has been obtained from, and is based upon sources that it considers reliable, Evergreen
does not guarantee its accuracy, and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions, projections and estimates
constitute the judgement of Evergreen and its operating and development partners as of the date of the document and
are subject to change without notice. Evergreen makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the
fairness, correctness, accuracy or completeness of this document. Evergreen accepts no responsibility for any loss arising
for any action taken or not taken by anyone using the information contained herein. This document is not to be relied
upon in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment. Evergreen may have issued, and may in the future issue,
other communications that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information contained
herein. This document reflects the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the individuals who prepared
them and Evergreen is under no obligation to ensure that such communications are brought to the attention of any
recipient of this document. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee regarding future
performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance. Moreover,
certain information contained herein constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which may be identified by the use of
forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “project,” “forecast,”
“estimate,” “intend,” “continue” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable
terminology. Any forward-looking statements or results in this document are based upon current assumptions, may be
simplified and may depend on events outside Evergreen’s control. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or
results or the actual performance of the fund or other investment vehicle may differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include, but
are not limited to, those that will be discussed in the "risk factors" section of a
private placement memorandum. Statements herein are made as of the date hereof unless stated otherwise herein. This
document is issued by Evergreen in its sole capacity. 2
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TODAYS PROBLEM

• What is going to happen in todays real estate environment?

• Rising Interest Rates?

• Worried about Economy?

• Supply Chain Issues?

• Higher Cap Rates?

• Is it the right time to buy real estate?

COMES DOWN TO FUNDAMENTALS
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FAMILY OFFICE DEAL ACCESS

• We are a family office real estate consortium

• We structure Co-GP opportunities

• We also structure GP-LP for enhanced returns

• Only invest if the real opportunity is there
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IN TODAY'S PRESENTATION

1. What workforce housing is, and why there is such a huge demand and market opportunity today

2. Why workforce housing investments are so hard to find

3. How these communities are a great investment and inflation hedge in today's environment

4. Evergreen's partnership to build modular for-rent workforce housing communities in high-growth locations 
throughout Houston, TX

5. How Evergreen's investors benefit from the structure it has created with its development and operating 
partner

6. The investment's projected outsized returns: a 25.5% IRR and 2.5x equity multiple over 7 years
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WHAT IS WORKFORCE HOUSING

•Affordable to renters with lower incomes; such as:

•Blue-collar workers
•Wages of $15 - $25 per hour
•Service workers like retail clerks or managers
•Subprime credit scores – below 600

•These are not subsidized renters like those that use Section 8

You’ll find workforce housing everywhere, especially in urban areas and other employment centers. 
Some typical characteristics of workforce properties:
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WHY WORKFORCE HOUSING INVESTMENTS ARE HARD TO FIND

Workforce Housing 
Annual Growth Rate

-4.8%

New Affordable 
Rental Product

Virtually None
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National Workforce 
Housing

Approx. 7MM

Home Deficit

$1.4T Market 
Opportunity
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an existing high-performing community developed by members of the management team 9

• Our partner develops and manages attractive, modular for-rent housing communities in high-growth locations 
throughout suburban Houston, TX

• The company provides a quiet, clean, calm, and safe environment for blue-collar workers and families 
that feature affordable and flexible rental terms and an attractive, easy living environment

• It also works closely with local municipalities, healthcare providers, financial institutions, and neighboring 
residents and businesses helping to improve the health and financial wellbeing of its guests and uplifting 
surrounding economies
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Projected Outsized Returns:
Evergreen’s investors are projected to achieve a NET 25.50% net IRR with a 2.48x equity multiple and an $15MM profit 
over a 7-year hold period; upon stabilization cash-on-cash returns are expected to be 8-10%

Evergreen's Development and Operating 
Partner:

An experienced and connected builder and operator of modular for-rent homes

Huge Demand and Market Opportunity:
The 2,250 homes we are delivering over the next seven (7) years across 8-10 communities in the Houston MSA equate to 
only 1.0% of the current demand of 200,000 workforce/affordable homes, representing a $40B market opportunity

Benefits for Evergreen's Investors:
Evergreen’s investors benefit from favorable terms and enhanced economics derived from our GP-LP investment 
structure via a joint venture side letter with our partner's fund; Evergreen has also negotiated a position on both the GP 
and LP Advisory Boards and the right to invest in future communities

Inflation Hedge:
Our modular for-rent homes utilize weekly rental agreements, so inflation is mitigated by increasing rental rates in real 
time

Attractive Tax Benefits: Depreciation and 45L tax credits provide economic benefits to our investors and de-risks the investment

Investor-friendly Fee Structure: NO acquisition fee, NO disposition fee, and NO financing fee

Unmatched Construction Cost Savings; 
Home Delivery Supply, and Quality 
Assurance:

All of the approx. 400-square foot modular homes we are delivering will be built in a controlled production facility 
operated by our partner. Given this arrangement, we can guarantee delivery of 3-4 homes/day (vs. 4-5/week if we 
contract with a 3rd party builder) at the highest quality (which minimizes future maintenance costs and maximizes resale 
value), and at a cost of $33,000/home (vs. $60,000-80,000/home if constructed by a 3rd party). This results in a savings of
$60-$90MM in construction costs, which directly improves investment returns and minimizes execution risk.

Conservative Underwriting:
Our underwriting conservatively assumes exit cap rates (6.50%) that are significantly higher than what inferior mobile 
home and RV parks recently sold for (3.65%-4.40% cap rates in 2H2021); land acquisition costs are underwritten at 2.3x 
higher than prices we are currently under contract at to acquire our first three (3) land parcels ($5.25/foot vs. $2.25/foot).

Proven Pilot Community:
Rabbit Hill Rentals, an existing 196-home “pilot” community, was delivered and then stabilized at 98% occupancy in 15 
months during Covid. Currently, the property is 100% occupied with a 20-person paid waiting list, representing 10.2% of 
the available homes for rent; the net operating margin is 65%
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MODULAR FOR-RENT HOUSING SOLUTION

A Modular For-Rent Housing 
Solution for the 7MM Deficit in 

Workforce Housing
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MODULAR FOR-RENT HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

National Workforce 
Housing

Approx. 7MM

Home Deficit

$1.4T Market 
Opportunity

Houston Workforce 
Housing

Approx. 200K

Home Deficit

$40B Market 
Opportunity

NATIONAL WORKFORCE HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

HOUSTON MSA WORKFORCE HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
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MODULAR FOR-RENT HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
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2022 Gap Report
National Low Income Housing Coalition

As depicted in the table below, there is an 81% supply vs. demand gap for workforce housing in Houston

Median Income Line 

WITH Credit
Variety of housing options. For example, they can buy or 

rent a mobile home or RV; they can rent a traditional 
apartment or housing. More competition for customer 

from mom & pop to institutional.

WITHOUT Credit < 580 credit score
Very limited housing options. Gentrification decreases 

housing supply for this market. Very limited competition 
for the subprime renter.

Subsidized
(i.e., Section 8, etc.)

20%

80%
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Customers
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HOUSTONS EMPLOYMENT DIVERSITY

Unlike a historic job market being dominated by Oil & Gas, Houston is now diversified leaving oil and gas being less than
38% of the employment industry.
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

Business Plan:
• Acquire land for three communities in the first 12-15 months

• Develop 8-10 communities in the Houston MSA over the next 7 years

Evergreen's Opportunity:

• Evergreen has a $10MM equity allocation; importantly, it has structured favorable terms and 

enhanced economics as a GP-LP investment through a joint venture side letter with our 

development partner's fund

Average Cost Per Home: • $33,033

Cost to Build Per Community:

• 10%+ stabilized yield on project cost with an estimated 6.5% cap rate on sale resulting in a total 

sales value of $383.7MM (recent sales of modular home parks have been as low as 4.0% and 

management has recently received an offer for its pilot community, Rabbit Hill, at a 5.5% cap rate)

Exit Strategy:
• Stabilize properties for cash flow and then sell communities individually or as a portfolio.

• Exit to depend on maximizing value at sale

Target Returns:
• 25.50% IRR

• 2.48x Multiple

15

• Evergreen has underwritten capital calls over the next 36 months, but these could occur quicker given the land parcels we have under contract, the purchase offers that are currently in process, and our acquisition pipeline.
Our documents allow for either an immediate contribution of your equity commitment or funding based on capital calls over the next 36 months
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PROJECTED FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE:
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IRR and Equity Multiple based on annual cash flows, so economics 
will deviate slightly vs. returns quoted elsewhere that are derived 
using monthly cash flows.

The table below depicts the expected cash flows and financial performance of a $100,000 investment in Evergreen's 
investment vehicle

LP Economics - ANNUAL - $100,000 Equity Investment Total Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

Total LP Contributions 100,462 0 (46,038) (22,461) (31,961) - - - -

LP Profit: GROSS 152,428 - (46,038) (22,461) (31,961) 1078 96,706 102,795 52,310

LP Profit: NET 152,428 - (46,038) (22,461) (31,961) 1078 96,706 102,795 52,310

Levered IRR 25.79%

Equity Multiple 2.49x
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MODULAR FOR-RENT HOUSING STRATEGY

OLD LOW-INCOME 
HOUSING

OUR MODULAR FOR-
RENT HOUSINGVS.

17
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Land Search, Due Diligence and Acquisition $16,867 (17.3%)

Design, Permit, and Develop Land $26,369 (27.1%)

Contract Home Assembly (Modular) $33,033 (33.9%)

Transport and Installation $3,050 (3.1%)

Management and Overhead $4,207 (4.3%)

Debt Interest $9,428 (9.7%)

Contingency Cost $4,500 (4.6%)

Estimated Total Costs of a New Gated Rentals Home = $96,565

GATED RENTALS' MODULAR HOME ECONOMICS

Contract assembly 
estimated costs

$33K

Commercial
manufacturers cost

$60K - $80K per home

Estimated savings
$60MM to

$90MM

vs.

18
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY (ESG) STRATEGY

✓ Homes designed, built, certified to reduce electric costs by 50% (45L Tax Credit)

✓ Realize over $150,000+ in annual electric cost savings and eliminate ~1,631 tons of annual CO
production

✓ LEDs, efficient HVAC systems, high pressure, low flow plumbing, new paneling, insulation and
roof reflective technologies

✓ Biodiversity and marine habitats are fused into the communities

✓ Native drought resistant landscaping, walking trails, and green spaces

✓ Fair housing for disenfranchised below median income earners

✓ Will evaluate and consider properties in certified ”Opportunity Zones.”

✓ Operate ethically seeking diversity, equity and inclusion in company & community

✓ Support banking partners with Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) compliance

✓ Actively consult the UN-PRI due diligence checklist

• Adhering to the UN Sustainable Development Goals, all Gated Rentals' 
communities will be inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable

• Additional Environmental Social, and Corporate Governance (ESG) initiatives will 
include:

19
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PLANNED
COMMUNITIES
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FIRST FOUR COMMUNITIES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED

21
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ESTIMATED PROJECT SCHEDULES
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FROM RAW LAND

1

2
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TO FINISHED 
COMMUNITIES

1 2

34
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PAD READY

15
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FACTORY LINE
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FRAMING
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INTERIOR FINISHING
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FRAMED IN
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EXTERNAL FINISH
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PAINTING
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TRANSPORT
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RABBIT HILL RENTALS
PILOT COMMUNITY
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RABBIT HILL OVERVIEW

✓ 196 rental homes in service

✓ ~97.5% occupancy (paid waiting list)

✓ ~65%+ net operating income margin

✓ 25%+ stabilized project yield (net investment)

✓ Projected 6-year Return: 62.1% IRR | 5.2x equity multiple at a 5.50% exit cap

✓ Acquired 19 raw acres

✓Developed 210 pad sites (designed and GC’d)

✓ Built 87 cottages (designed, contracted, constructed) 

✓ Acquired 53 cabins

✓ Acquired 59 cottages from a defunct oil field housing

✓Managed over 100 people through the process

Execution:

Results:

34
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Overview

9 fulltime staff (3 management / 4 maintenance / 2 housekeeping)

Ave length of stay: Current guests = 292 days

RABBIT HILL OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)

Aug 17 – acquired 17 acres | started homes

May 18 – received permit to develop

Jun 18 – started land improvements

Feb 19 – placed homes on property

Jun 19 – completed land improvements

Nov 19 – opened / started leasing

Nov 20 – acquired 59 cottages & villas

Mar 21 – reached stabilization

Social Media: One of GoDaddy's top
ranked real estate website with
44k+/- unique monthly views (Dec 2021)

Walter Harrell 5/5 This is a great
place, it's quiet, and unforgettable!
Sitting in this tiny house, "which has
more room than you would think"
looking out the window at the big pond.
It is very nice!!!!

Christian Wilson 5/5 Great place to
stay! Weekly payments, Great
management, Minutes from Kroger &
Walmart.

Pilot Community

Timeline
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NOI Margin

NOI Margin
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RABBIT HILL
INTERIORS
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COMMUNITY AMENITIES

Dedicated Mailboxes

Gated Access with Security Cameras Onsite Laundromat

Dog Park
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RENDERINGS OF PLANNED COMMUNITIES
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DRIVE-THRU VIDEO OF PLANNED COMMUNITIES
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https://youtu.be/AP5-hMg6E8g
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

Evergreen's Modular For-
Rent Housing Opportunity
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TODAYS PROBLEM

• What is going to happen in todays real 
estate environment?
• Look at Fundamentals

• Rising Interest Rates?
• We off set that with weekly rentals

• Worried about Economy?
• 200K demand we are only filling 1% of that in 5 

years
• Buying Land at a HUGE Discount $5 to $1.5 per 

sq foot

• Supply Chain Issues?
• Building at Cost / control factory

• Is it the right time to buy real estate?
• Will only increase the demand for workforce 

housing.

Sensitivity Analysis
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ABOUT EVERGREEN PROPERTY PARTNERS
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OUR DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATING PARTNER

Our development and operating partner, has a proven, experienced management
team with expertise in land development, home assembly, property operations, and
technology. The team's experience includes:

• Working in real estate at Kayne Anderson and in corporate finance and accounting as
an auditor, controller, and CFO at Lennar Homes, Ashton Woods, and Valencia
Hospitality

• Has over 20 years of experience in modular construction and manufactured housing,
including the construction and assemblage of more than 7,000 modular buildings and
manufactured homes

• Has CEO experience at a multifamily modular construction firm, a private equity
funded company building manufactured oil field housing, and senior positions at a
large, modular building and rental firm
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EVERGREEN'S INVESTMENT VEHICLE

Investment Structure: Special Purpose Vehicle, or SPV

Asset Type: Modular For-Rent Housing

Investment Type: Development

Markets: Houston MSA (8-10 communities)

Target Return to Evergreen Investors:
25.5% internal rate of return (IRR) (net, pre-tax)
2.48x equity multiple

Target Gross Cash-on-Cash Return: 8-10% per community upon stabilization

Hold Period: 5 to 7 years

Evergreen Equity Allocation:

Evergreen has a $10MM equity allocation; importantly, it has structured favorable terms and enhanced

economics as a GP-LP investment through a joint venture side letter with our development partner’s

fund

Minimum Investment: $100,000

Investment Position: GP-LP

Evergreen Structure:
2.0% annual management fee
Pari Passu to a 7% IRR with a 70/30 split thereafter

Property-level Fees: 0% acquisition fee, 0% disposition fee, 0% debt fee

Other:
see PPM for additional fees (e.g., Gated Rentals' fees, legal, administrative, accounting, due diligence fees, 
etc.)
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Evergreen Property Partners is a real estate 
investment platform for family offices

Evergreen Property Partners leverages decades of relevant experience and billions of dollars
of management expertise to provide compelling Co-GP and GP-LP industrial, workforce
housing, and market rate multifamily investment opportunities to its consortium of family
office investors. It also provides equity, strategic support, and key relationships to its
operating and development partners to help close investment transactions and grow and
manage property portfolios while minimizing risk and maximizing returns.

DJ Van Keuren
Co-Managing Member
Evergreen Property Partners
Denver, CO

P: 206.898.2565
E: dj@evergreenpropertypartners.com

Greg Guido
Co-Managing Member
Evergreen Property Partners
Westport, CT

P: 646.643.0202
E: gguido@evergreenpropertypartners.com


